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Abstract. Research and industry are focused on Collective Adaptive
Systems (CAS) to keep up with the social changes in the way we work,
conduct business and organize our societies. With advances in human
computing, we can strengthen these systems with a crucial type of
resources, namely people. However, while other resources in CAS are
managed by Service Level Agreements (SLAs) in an automated way,
human-based services are not. Considering the fact that not much work
has been reported on SLAs in settings where human computation is an
integral part of a process, this paper investigates SLAs for social com-
puting, including non-functional parameters for human-based services,
as well as privacy constraints. We investigate and evaluate SLA changes
at runtime, which in turn influence elastic runtime social-collective adap-
tations, in processes designed to allow for elastic management of social
collectives.
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1 Introduction

Traditional information systems are not good enough to keep up with the evolv-
ing societal needs, including the ever bigger complexities and changing dynam-
ics in how work is organized, businesses are run and societies are governed.
Thus, researchers and industry have began to focus on Collective Adaptive Sys-
tems (CAS), which are systems that include multiple resource-collectives (or
sub-systems). They include heterogeneous type of resources and services that
inter-operate and provide seamless service. Typical resources can be software
services, Cloud services, different agents, sensors and Internet of Things (IoT)
services. However, there is a crucial component of collectives that will make a key
difference in CAS, namely people. With the advance of human computation in
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general and social computing in particular, today it is possible for human-based
services/resources to be part of CAS. Examples of these systems are described
in [1,3,19].

While other types of resources in CAS can, and are managed by automated
Service Level Agreements (SLAs), human-based services are not. People pro-
viding their skills as services online are mainly managed by standard (human-
language) contracts or no contracts at all. Nevertheless, worker performance
should be monitored and managed in processes in an automated way, so that
task management can be efficient, and both customer and worker needs can be
fulfilled. Thus, the challenges that we tackle in this paper are modeling SLAs for
human computation and process-based SLA adaptation mechanisms. To app-
roach them, we utilize the term Social Compute Units (SCUs) introduced in [4].
SCUs represent human collectives, who act as resources and/or provide their
skills as online services for processing tasks that can not be processed by soft-
ware. We name individuals who work within these collectives, Individual Com-
pute Units (ICUs). SCUs are formed mostly on customers’ request and with
customer-set constraints but they can also be formed voluntarily and in an ad-
hoc way. They are invoked to reach a certain task-oriented goal, with a specific
quality and in a specific context. Thus, they have their own execution lifecycle
that we have previously discussed in [14].

Dustdar et al. in [5] have introduced elastic processes for cloud and human
computation, and their fundamental principles including resource elasticity, cost
elasticity and quality elasticity. In the particular context of elasticity for collec-
tives such as SCUs, SLAs play a crucial role in managing their execution and
controlling the quality of the offered services and thus the returned results. How-
ever, as far as we know, SLAs in human computation in general are not explicitly
investigated in the context of processes with which collectives are managed elas-
tically together with SLAs based on specific metrics designed specifically for
collectives such as SCUs. In the paper at hand we investigate how SLAs fit in
an SCU provisioning platform. In addition, we describe and present our exper-
iment results of an SCU elastic management strategy based on SLAs, which is
focused on cost optimization of SCUs while they are being elastically adapted
at runtime. The contribution of this work is to show that the design and imple-
mentation of social-computing processes need to allow for elasticity regarding
resources, customer requirements, and worker/ICU profile parameters, in order
to be efficient. We justify this along with the justification for the need to design
systems that provide the possibility of having elastic SLAs, the changes of which
trigger elastic social-collective adaptations.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2 we describe real-
world motivation scenarios, and discuss an SCU provisioning-platform model
including SLAs. In Sect. 3 we discuss parameters for modeling SLAs for human
computation. In Sect. 4 we describe a proof-of-concept prototype demonstrat-
ing a process-based SCU adaptation, based on SLA changes. Section 5 presents
related work, and we conclude the paper in Sect. 6.
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2 Motivation and SCU Environment Setting

2.1 Illustrative Scenarios

Facility Management. A typical example of a Collective Adaptive System
(CAS) is a smart city. Let us consider the case of facility management in a smart-
city. To maintain multiple smart buildings and manage utilities effectively, such
as power management, water management, temperature, and security manage-
ment, the managing enterprise/organization utilizes applications, platforms and
infrastructure, thus working with different software services, Cloud platforms
and infrastructures, as well as different sensors and monitoring equipment (IoT).
Data gathered from monitoring equipment needs to be analysed in real time so
that actions can be taken in real time. The following human-based collective-
types (SCUs) could included in the facility-management process: (a) SCUs for
data-analysis, (b) SCUs with domain experts, and c) SCUs with on-site technical-
experts.

Language Translation. Recently we have seen an increase in online platforms
for translations e.g., documents, books, documentary(film) subtitles and avail-
able languages for software applications. Let us consider a publishing company
that needs to translate a book within a short time in a specific language for
which it does not have suitable translators or contractors. Today it is feasible
to hire multiple translators online. Assuming that the book is submitted to be
translated as a task to a Socio-technical CAS, it is possible that the platform first
uses software translation-services as a first round of translating and then assigns
appropriate people/ICUs to fix the software translation, and lastly it assigns an
ICU or a collective of ICUs to do the final editing. Another possibility, is that
the system just assigns the translation task to a set of ICUs (an SCU) from start
and then in a second iteration assigns the translated material to a set of ICUs
for reviewing and final editing. Two SCUs would be formed in this scenario: (a)
a language-translation SCU, and (b) a reviewing and final-editing SCU.

The aforementioned scenarios validate the need of humans-in-the-loop within
socially-enhanced CAS. The main concerns in these type of systems are the type
of SCUs that are needed, with which capabilities, and more importantly, how
can they be process-managed at runtime to keep up with clients’ requests and
requirements as well as worker needs and conditions. Meeting customer require-
ments as well as worker conditions in human computation platforms can be done
more efficiently if there is a negotiation defining clear terms and conditions in
the form of SLAs. To the best of our knowledge, there is no research in SLAs
for human-computation specifically, which goes along with research on how to
manage online work based on metrics. The current state of the art engages peo-
ple in human-computation based on natural language contracts or no contracts
at all. However, research in managing mechanisms, such as, collective formation,
task delegations, proactive and elastic adaptation of human collectives online,
need to address the challenge of SLAs because of the unpredictable nature of
humans. To clarify, we identify some of the core characteristics of human-based
resources that would impact SLA specification and management as follows:
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Fig. 1. A conceptual overview of an SLA-based ICU-SCU Provisioning Platform

– Human performance is a function of monetary or non-monetary rewards and
penalties. Thus, human misbehavior can be prevented or managed by incen-
tives respectively sanctions.

– People are paid/rewarded by the service provisioning platform as an interme-
diary and/or by the platform-customers; the platform in turn is paid by its
customers. Thus, in human computation, contract negotiation is hierarchical,
between a customer and the service-provisioning platform, and between the
platform and people who provide their skills online.

– People need to be managed with their consent and guided by human-rights
principles. Hence, privacy is a crucial element to be considered during system
design, which is unfortunately often overlooked.

2.2 SCU Computational Environment Setting

In Fig. 1 we give an abstract overview of an SCU provisioning platform. The
figure shows that SLAs are established between a customer and the platform
for a specific project that requires a specific SCU, so there are SLAs for SCUs.
The platform can run a ranking algorithm to rank ICUs from an ICU Pool (a
proprietary one, or from another pool that it has access to) according to the
requirements within the SCU SLAs. In the next step, a negotiating component
negotiates individual SLAs with ICUs in the ranked list and forms an appropriate
SCU. All negotiations between all parties should be automated so that SLAs
can be automatically changed at runtime if customers or ICUs decide to change
specific SLA parameters. From the aspect of an SCU execution that is controlled
by SLAs, an SCU may elastically be adapted, such that: (a) compliance with run-
time changes in customer and/or worker requirements is achieved, and (b) an
SLA violation is prevented or managed. A customer might want to change his/her
requirements at runtime, in this case the platform should enable automated
SLA changes at run-time. On the other hand, when adapting an SCU such that
an SLA violation is prevented, e.g., by substituting a misbehaving ICU with
another more appropriate one, from the customers requirements perspective the
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Table 1. Notation and description of basic parameters for SCU SLAs

Properties Description Value

Consistency Executed tasks as promised, e.g., via feedback
messages

[0..1]

Socio-technical
trust score [15]

Includes other metrics: social scores (subjective), and
monitored performance metrics(objective), e.g.,:
productivity, effort, success rate, nr. of successfully
executed delegations, etc

[0..1]

Reputation An average of the performance and social scores of
ICUs across all SCUs in which it was invoked

[0..1]

Average queue
time

An average of task waiting time in an ICUs queue; for
tasks with specific skill requirements and comparable
complexities (e.g., a page for translation)

[0..1]

Result
timeliness

An average of on-time result-delivery score of ICUs %

Availability ICU availability (as time intervals.) hour

Budget The max price that the customer may pay currency

same SLA terms and conditions for the substituted ICU must be valid. However,
the new ICU may have its own requests. In these cases negotiations should be
conducted at run-time as well. In consequence to these two cases, to best reflect
human behavior we argue the need of elastic SLAs, because of the mere nature
of people and their working dynamics. Thus a provisioning platform supporting
elastic SCUs governed by SLAs, should also support elastic SLAs.

3 Modeling SLAs for SCUs

3.1 Human-Centric Properties and Metrics

Non-functional properties (NFPs) as key indicators of service performance are
the parameters that are the most important in SLA negotiations. In Table 1
we list relevant metrics from our previous work [14] and some new ones that
we have identified as crucial for SCUs, and which can be used as Service
Level Objectives (SLOs) in SLAs. We denote an ICU as a member of an SCU
with si. An ICU as a member of SCU, has the following set of properties,
ICUs

prop = {id, skill,metrics, iSLA}, while an SCU is defined as SCUexec =
{state, structure,metrics, sSLA}. For the mathematical definitions of Socio-
Tecnical Trust Score and Reputation metrics we advise you to check our previ-
ous work presented in [15]. Currently, platforms in industry that involve social-
computing, all have a common flaw, the lack of privacy. Apart form performance
parameters for workers, the inclusion of privacy-related constraints for systems
will provide systems that respect both workers and customers. While we leave the
investigation of privacy-related parameters for future work, identified privacy-
related conditions that can be included in SLAs are: software to be used for
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task execution and communication, time allowed to keep the collected data (e.g.
location), audit periods for third-parties to check if obligations are fulfilled, time
period until an audit report is received, deadline for informing users after a secu-
rity breach has happened, and privacy-breach penalties for the system.

3.2 Penalties

We consider two cases regarding penalties: (1) when SLA parameters are changed
at runtime, and (2) when there has been an SLA violation. We have previously
defined a metric that we call Socio-technical Trust for ICUs (in [15]). This metric
is comprised of two complex metrics, namely (1) Performance trust(PT) that
we define and calculate with the help of other performance-measuring metrics,
and (2) Membership Collaboration Trust Score (MCTS), which we defined as a
weighted sum of satisfaction scores from each worker to another within the same
collective, representing a Social trust metric in our model. The Socio-technical
Trust score is calculated as: STT (si) = wpt ∗ PT (si) + wmcts ∗ MCTS(si) - our
equation from [15], where si denotes an ICU and w(x) is the weight of a metric
x. Now we extend this formula and define it as: STT (si) = wpt∗PT (si)+wmcts∗
MCTS(si)+wcps ∗CPS(si), where CPS is the satisfaction score comprised of a
satisfaction score from the customer and the platform (measuring consistency of
behavior). We define CPS as: CPS(si) = wcss ∗CSS(si)+wpss ∗PSS(si), where
CSS is Customer Satisfaction Score and PSS is Platform Satisfaction Score.

Let us take a concrete example, when an SLA change occurs at runtime,
e.g., a customer requests a cost-change for a specific skill-type. In this case,
ICUs already within the collective can be sent a notification message for the
newly changed fee. In this example, those ICUs that are already within the SCU
and do not accept the changes are excluded from the SCU and their Platform
Satisfaction Score (PSS) is lowered by a preset value ∂ as a penalty (lines 10–11 in
Algorithm 1). The tasks for the changed cost are executed by other appropriate
ICUs that are newly included in the SCU from the available pool of ICUs. ICUs
should always be informed that they will get lower scores for certain properties,
which will influence their overall reputation score, so that this knowledge can
also serve as an incentive for future behavior. The same penalties can be applied
in SLA violations. In these cases, in addition to lowering performance values
and satisfaction scores, there can be monetary penalties. As an extension to our
cost model from previous work [14], the new cost of the SCU after adapting
it because of a violation by ICUs will be: Costadapt(scui) = Costold(scui) −
m∑

i=1

j∑

x=1

c(si, tx) +
m∑

i=1

j∑

x=1

c(s
nw
i , tx) −

m∑

i=1

c(si, vSLAi), where
m∑

i=1

j∑

x=1

c(s
nw
i , tx)

is the cost of the newly added ICUs, and
m∑

i=1

c(si, vSLAi) is the cost for SLA

violation by ICUs; tx denotes a task executed by an ICU si.
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4 Programming Adaptations Based on Elasticity
Principles

4.1 Algorithm: Runtime SLA-changes Invoking SCU Adaptation

In Algorithm 1 we describe an example of adapting an SCU at runtime when
a specific SLA Parameter is changed by the customer at runtime, namely cost.
The algorithm has a ranked pool of resources at its disposal, where ICUs are
ranked by requirements pre-set from the customer. In addition, the algorithm
supposes that an SCU is already formed from that ranked list, based on the
type of skills needed for separate tasks. At runtime, in the event that a customer
changes the budget for the SCU, the algorithm calculates new costs for each
skill-type and sends a notification request-message to each ICU to get back an
approval or rejection of the changes (lines 1–5 of Algorithm 1). In the case that
not all ICUs approve the changes, new ICUs with the cost parameter fitting the
request and the skill-type for which the cost was changed, are selected from the
ranked list, and individual SLAs are set with them. They are then added to
the SCU, and tasks which were previously assigned to ICUs in the SCU that
rejected the changes are delegated to the new ICUs. Hence, the SCU is adapted.
The Platform Satisfaction score, is lowered for those ICUs that have rejected the
payment changes, and those ICUs are excluded from the collective (lines 7–13).

4.2 Prototype Implementation and Experiments

We ran a Java-based experiment to evaluate runtime adaptations of SCUs when
requirements for parameters are changed at runtime. The goal of our experiments
is to show that processes allowing for elastic adaptation of SCUs along with
runtime SLA changes are more efficient, as workers can be added or excluded
from execution as needed, and customers can get faster results with lower cost.
We show this by showing that SCU performance is higher with each adapta-
tion point (Fig. 2), as well as the time for total-task execution is lower with
each elastic adaptation of social collectives (Fig. 3). Our proof-of-concept pro-
totype consists of the following components: (1) a model of ICUs, SCUs, ICU
and SCU metrics, and Tasks; (2) a component for ICU ranking, according to
specific metric constraints from the customer; (3) adaptation algorithms that
we feed to our process engine; (4) a process execution engine, with which we
run the process described in Algorithm 1. More specifically, we designed and
implemented ICUs with a single skill, for better overview of the results, and
cost-per-task as pre-set properties. In addition, we designed performance met-
rics [15]. The following are only some of them: availability, total assigned tasks,
delegated tasks, success-rate, productivity, reliability, social trust, performance
trust, socio-technical trust. We designed tasks with skill and cost requirements,
and SCUs with metrics specific to them. The source code for the implementation
can be found at: https://mirusx@bitbucket.org/mirusx/ulyss.git.

https://bitbucket.org/mirusx/ulyss.git
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Algorithm 1. Elastic Adaptation of SCUs based on SLA changes
Require: icu member of SCU, icu member of ICU Pool
1: if scu.currentBudget == (scu.currentBudget − amount) then
2: for all icu in SCU do
3: calculateNewFees(taskList)
4: sendFeeChangeNotification()
5: icuApprovalList ← getApproval(icu)

6: /* Adapt the SCU if not all ICUs approved the agreement changes */
7: for all icu in icuApprovalList do
8: while icuCurrent.Approval()== false do
9: icuNeededSkillsList ← icuCurrent.getSkill()

10: icuCurrent.icuMetrics.PSS = getPSS(icuCurent) − ∂
11: updateAgreementReciprocity(icuCurrent)
12: icuCurrent.updateMetrics()
13: SCU ← removeICU(icuCurrent)

14: /*Add the next matching ICU from the ranked list that approves the SLA*/
15: for all icuNeededSkillsList do
16: for all icu in rankingList do
17: if icu.Approve() == true then
18: icuCurrent = icu
19: SCU ← addICU(icuCurrent)

20: break

SCU Adaptation with SLA parameter changes at runtime. We imple-
mented a variation of Algorithm 1 where the cost is the parameter to be changed,
but instead of lowering the total budget of the SCU we lowered the fee for tasks
of specific skill types. Thus, we simulated time points at which changes for spe-
cific skill-types are required as an input. Already assigned tasks for which the
fee was lowered were delegated to other ICUs with matching skill and (lower)
cost. In addition, tasks were also delegated at points when they were assigned
but were not executed up until a pre-set time-threshold. In both cases tasks were
delegated to ICUs already within the SCU or new ICUs were invoked form an
ICU pool if no matches were found. Let us examine the results, which are shown
in Fig. 2. Figure 2 (a) shows the socio-technical trust scores of four SCUs that we
selected (as interesting cases to analyze). We selected to show the socio-technical
trust score (STT), as it is a metric that encompasses all other important metrics,
such as success rate, performance, productivity of ICUs as well as social-trust
scores that ICUs assign to each other according to their collaboration satisfac-
tion. We randomized the assigned social-trust scores, but biased in a way that
we assigned higher scores to ICUs with higher number of executed tasks and
lower scores to those that delegated their tasks. In Fig. 3(a) we can see that the
trust scores are generally rising for all SCUs, but some low points exist. The cost
change events for SCU1 and SCU2 happen at the last adaptation point, while
the cost changes for SCU3 and SCU6 are at the sixth point of adaptation. Let
us examine these cases more closely. SCU1 has a high STT after the end of the
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Fig. 2. Elastic SCU adaptation with SLA cost changes

last adaptation, and if we examine sub-figure (b) we will see that at that point it
had a low nr of ICUs (6) but high delegations (sub-figure d). Thus, STT is high
because the SCU performance is high, as a consequence of the fact that at the
last adaptation point some ICUs are excluded form the SCU and more tasks are
executed with lower number of people. Examining the case of SCU3 we see that
at the sixth adaptation point, it has a spike on STT scores shown in sub-figure
(a), while sub-figure (b) clearly shows that the number of ICUs at point 6 is
five, and we do not have delegation of tasks at point 6 (shown in sub-figure (d)).
In this case the cost changes were made at point 6, and all the new tasks to be
assigned with those changes were accepted by ICUs already in the SCU. SCU6
on the other hand, has a low score of STT at point 6 in sub-figure (a). Sub-figure
(b) shows that the number of its ICUs is considerably high, 25 ICUs at point 6,
and the number of delegated tasks at point 6 is 20 (sub-figure d). We noticed
that 18 new ICUs were added to adapt to the cost change requirements as we
gave as an input a very low fee for two skill types. In addition, when ICUs are
newly included in the SCU their social trust score is lower (we count invocations
within an SCU at each adaptation point), which also ads to the lower value of
the STT. In summary, this kind of flexibility at runtime is not possible without
having a platform design that provides the possibility to change SLAs at run-
time, but most importantly to include ICUs in negotiations when SLAs change,
so that collective adaptations at run-time are more efficient and agreeable for
all parties.
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Comparison of elastic and fixed SCU adaptation. We ran another exper-
iment comparing the variation of Algorithm 1 and a Base-Algorithm with which
the SCU was adapted as tasks were scheduled and assigned according to skills,
and they were delegated when they reached a time-threshold, as well as when a
cost change requirement was given as an input at runtime. However, in the base-
algorithm tasks are delegated only to ICUs that are already within the SCU,
and no new ICUs were added to the SCU. Thus, in the variation of Algorithm 1
the adaptation is elastic, we exclude and add ICUs from the pool of ICUs, while
in the base algorithm after the SCU is formed, ICUs are not changed. We com-
pared the two algorithm in terms of time efficiency. Figure 3 shows the results.
At each adaptation point a new bag of tasks is assigned to SCUs, sub figure (a)
shows the number of tasks with each adaptation point. Sub-figure (b) shows the
time units after each adaptation point, these time units are calculated as the
time to execute the bag of tasks for (and after) each adaptation point, including
the delegated tasks. Sub-figure (b) clearly shows that even if the task number
assigned at each adaptation point is similar in both SCUs, the time to execute
the tasks is not. In the fixed SCU the changes in cost for a skill resulted in del-
egating multiple tasks to a single ICU, thus the waiting time in queue and the
total execution time of tasks has a higher value. On the other hand, in the elastic
adaptation algorithm we scheduled each task for which the cost is changed to a
new and different available ICU from outside the SCU and included them in the
SCU at the needed adaptation points and excluded them when no longer needed.
This clearly lowered the time to execute tasks,as shown in sub-figure (b).

Fig. 3. Task-execution time-comparison in elastic and fixed adaptation algorithms

5 Related Work

The fundamental work that first introduced Social Compute Units is presented
in [4], whereas [18] discusses a specific scenario detailing further the way of
SCUs utilization and its benefits with a concrete real-life scenario. Proposals for
provisioning human skills with the service oriented model are presented in [6].

There is very little work on SLAs in human computation environments. Ini-
tial work which concerns crowdsourcing environments in particular is presented
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in [8]. The authors give an example of an SLA that may be exchanged between
customers and crowd-provider platforms and also present a few crowdsourcing
specific SLOs concerning worker skills, quality of executed tasks and customer
fees. Another work considering SLAs for human computation, is presented in [13]
by Psaier et al. The authors discuss scheduling mechanisms for crowdsourcing
environments, which will meet the requirements of contracts, between multi-
ple entities/roles. Schall in [16] discusses protocols for human computation and
supports our claim that platforms for provisioning social computation need to
work with SLAs, for better task and resource management, just as in software
services. A description of requirements and considerations for platforms that
support QoS management with SLAs in human computation is introduced in
[7]. Elastic management of properties such as cost and workload are presented
in [17], where elasticity is used to define restrictions for performance metrics
defined in SLA guarantee terms. On the other hand, because human behavior is
highly unpredictable, the strict definition of time-related constraints is crucial
for SCUs. The temporality aspect for SLAs is investigated in [12]. Müller et al.
in [11] have presented a formalization model for creating SLAs with compen-
sations such as rewards and penalties. The compensation functions that they
propose can be used in Compensable Guarantees (a term the authors coin for
Guarantee Terms with compensation functions). Interesting for our work is that
this work concerns Cooperative Information Systems and the models would also
be fit to be used for SLAs for human-based services. Authors of [10] also dis-
cuss a contract model and a negotiation process considering a social computing
scenario where rewards and penalties are not only monetary. Key Performance
Indicators mapped to SLOs as metrics for business processes, and specific metrics
for services in an orchestration, aggregated in SLAs are discussed by Wetzstein
et al. in [20]. Social BPMN is discussed in [2], as a mechanism that integrates
social interactions in standard organizational business processes. An example of
a process-based programming model for crowdsourcing is presented in [9].

6 Conclusion

We investigated process-based SLAs and human-based collective management,
by providing key parameters to be included in SLAs for human computation. In
addition, we provided an example mechanism for SCU adaptation based on SLA
changes at runtime, and provided a prototype for process-based management of
SCUs. Our experiments with a processed-based algorithm showed that social-
computing mechanisms designed with elasticity in mind where SLA parameters
can be changed at runtime and SCUs can be adapted based on those changes,
are more efficient than traditional processed with fixed-resource management. In
future work we plan to investigate privacy-enforcing parameters for SLAs, and
the way that they can be included in processes for SCU management.
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